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Abstract
Low latency services such as credit-card fraud detection and
website targeted advertisement rely on Big Data platforms
(e.g., Lucene, Graphchi, Cassandra) which run on top of mem-
ory managed runtimes, such as the JVM. These platforms,
however, suffer from unpredictable and unacceptably high
pause times due to inadequate memory management deci-
sions (e.g., allocating objects with very different lifetimes
next to each other, resulting in memory fragmentation). This
leads to long and frequent application pause times, breaking
Service Level Agreements (SLAs). This problem has been
previously identified and results show that current memory
management techniques are ill-suited for applications that
hold in memory massive amounts of middle to long-lived
objects (which is the case for a wide spectrum of Big Data
applications).
Previous works try to reduce such application pauses
by allocating objects off-heap or in special allocation re-
gions/generations, thus alleviating the pressure on memory
management. However, all these solutions require a combi-
nation of programmer effort and knowledge, source code
access, or off-line profiling, with clear negative impact on
programmer productivity and/or application performance.
This paper presents ROLP, a runtime object lifetime pro-
filing system. ROLP profiles application code at runtime in
order to identify which allocation contexts create objects
with middle to long lifetimes, given that such objects need to
be handled differently (regarding short-lived ones). This pro-
filing information greatly improves memory management
decisions, leading to long tail latencies reduction of up to
51% for Lucene, 85% for GraphChi, and 60% for Cassandra,
with negligible throughput and memory overhead. ROLP is
implemented for the OpenJDK 8 HotSpot JVM and it does
not require any programmer effort or source code access.
1 Introduction
Big Data applications suffer from unpredictable and unac-
ceptably high pause times due to inadequate memory man-
agement decisions (e.g., allocating objects with very different
lifetimes next to each other). This is the case of, for example,
credit-card fraud detection or website targeted advertise-
ment systems that rely on low-latency Big Data platforms
(such as graph-based computing or in-memory databases)
to answer requests within a limited amount of time (usually
specified in Service Level Agreements, SLAs). Such pauses in
these platforms delay application requests which can easily
break SLAs.
The root cause of this problem has been previously identi-
fied [7, 15, 16] and can be decomposed in two sub-problems:
i) Big Data platforms hold large volumes of data in memory,
and ii) data stays in memory for a long period of time (from
the Garbage Collector perspective), violating the widely ac-
cepted assumption that most objects die young [21, 35]. Hold-
ing this middle to long-lived data in memory leads to an
excessive Garbage Collection (GC) effort, as described in Sec-
tion 2. This results in long and frequent application pauses,
which compromise application SLAs, and demonstrates that
current GC techniques, available in most industrial Java Vir-
tual Machines (such as OpenJDK HotSpot) are not suited for
a wide spectrum of Big Data Applications.
Recent works try to take advantage of application knowl-
edge to better adapt Big Data platforms to current GC tech-
niques (in order to alleviate GC’s work). This can be done
either through: i) manual refactoring of the application code,
ii) adding code annotations, or iii) static bytecode rewriting.
The modified code reduces the GC effort by either using
off-heap memory,1 or by redirecting allocations to scope lim-
ited allocation regions 2 or generations, leading to reduced
GC effort to collect memory. However, previous works have
several drawbacks as they require: i) the programmer to
change application code, and to know the internals of GC
1Off-heap is a way to allocate objects outside the scope of the GC. When
using off-heap memory, the programmer is responsible for allocating and
collecting memory (by deallocating all previously allocated objects).
2Scope limited allocation regions are used to allocate objects which are
automatically freed (with no GC effort) when the current scope is terminated.
Such objects cannot escape scopes.
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to understand how it can be improved; ii) source code ac-
cess, which can be difficult if libraries or code inside the Java
Development Kit needs to be modified; and iii) workloads
to be stable and known beforehand, since off-line profiling
performs code optimizations towards a specific workload.
Opposed to previous works, the goal of this work is to
make GC pauses as short as possible using online application
profiling. The profiling technique must not have a negative
impact on the application throughput and on memory usage,
and should not rely on any programmer effort or previous
application execution traces (such as those used for offline
profiling). Profiling information should be used to improve
GC decisions, in particular, to allocate objects with similar
lifetimes close to each other. Thus, ROLP strives to improve
GC decisions by producing runtime object allocation statis-
tics. This profiling information must be accurate enough to
avoid the need for any programmer intervention or off-line
application profiling. ROLP must reduce application pause-
times with negligible throughput or memory overhead, and
it must work as a pluggable component (which can be en-
abled or disabled at lunch time) for current OpenJDK JVM
implementations.
To attain such goals, ROLP, a runtime object lifetime pro-
filer (which runs inside the JVM), maintains estimations of
objects’ lifetimes. This information is obtained by account-
ing the number of both allocated and survivor objects. The
number of allocated and survivor objects is kept in a global
table for each allocation context. This information can then
be used by GC implementations to collocate objects with
similar lifetimes, thus reducing memory fragmentation and
object promotion, the two reasons for long tail latencies in
current generational collectors.
Dynamically perceiving application allocation behavior
at runtime is not trivial as no profiling information from
previous runs can be used, i.e., the profiler must only use
information acquired at runtime. This removes the need for
offline profiling and ensures that the profiling information
is optimized for the current workload.
ROLP is implemented inside the OpenJDK 8 HotSpot JVM,
one of the most widely used industrial JVMs. In order to track
allocation site allocations and allocation contexts, profiling
code is inserted during bytecode Just-In-Time compilation
[30]. To take advantage of profiling information, ROLP is
integrated with NG2C [7], an N-Generational GC (based on
Garbage First [13]) that can allocate/pretenure objects into
different generation/allocation spaces.
ROLP supports any application that runs on top of the JVM
(i.e., it is not limited to the Java language) and users can ben-
efit from reduced application pauses with no developer effort
or any need for off-line profiling. As shown in the evalua-
tion section (Section 6), when compared to other approaches,
ROLP greatly reduces application pause times (which results
from reduced object promotion and compaction). This is
done with minimal throughput and memory overhead.
In sum, the contributions of this work are the following:
• an online allocation profiling technique that can be
used at runtime to help generational garbage collectors
taking better memory management decisions, namely
for object allocation;
• the implementation of ROLP, integrated with NG2C,
for HotSpot, a widely used production JVM. By im-
plementing ROLP in such JVM, both researchers and
companies are able to easily test and take advantage
of ROLP;
• an extensive set of performance experiments that com-
pare ROLP with G1 (current HotSpot default collector,
described in detail in Section 2), and NG2C (that takes
advantage of programmer knowledge combined with
off-line profiling for allocating objects with similar
lifetimes close to each other).
2 Background
This section provides background on generational GC, ex-
plaining its key insights, and why most implementations
available in industrial JVMs are not suited for low-latency
Big Data platforms. NG2C, a pretenuring N-Generational
collector, which ROLP builds upon is also discussed.
2.1 Generational Garbage Collection
Generational GC is, nowadays, a widely used technique to
improve garbage collection [20]. It is based on the observa-
tion that objects have different lifetimes and, therefore, in
order to optimize the collection process, objects with shorter
lifetimes should be collected more frequently than middle
to long-lived objects. To take advantage of this observation,
the heap (memory space where application objects live) is
divided into generations (from youngest to oldest). Most
generational collectors allocate all objects in the youngest
generation and, as objects survive collections, survivor ob-
jects are copied to older generations, which are collected less
frequently.
Most popular JVMs, and specifically themost recent HotSpot
collector, called Garbage First (G1) [13], also takes advan-
tage of the weak generational hypothesis [35] which, as
previously mentioned, states that most objects die young.
By relying on this hypothesis, G1 divides the heap into two
generation: young (where all objects are allocated), and old
(where all objects that survive at least one ormore collections
are copied to).
While this design works well for applications that follow
the weak generational hypothesis, it raises problems for
applications that handle many middle to long-lived objects.
Such objects will be promoted (i.e, moved from younger to
older generations) and compacted through time (to reduce
memory fragmentation) until they become unreachable (i.e.,
garbage). For example, many Big Data applications are not
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simple stream processing platforms, but are more like in-
memory databases where objects live for a long time (from
the GC perspective) and thus, the generational hypothesis
does not apply. In such cases, the cost of promoting and
compacting objects becomes prohibitive due to frequent and
long application pauses.
In other words, all generational collectors either assume
or estimate the lifetime of an object. Most collectors simply
assume that all objects will die young and pay the price of
promoting and compacting survivor objects. As we see next,
some collectors, in particular NG2C, require application-
level knowledge to decide in which generation to allocate
an object. By allocating objects with similar lifetimes close
to each other, directly into a specific generation (and not
assuming that all objects die young), NG2C is able to greatly
reduce memory fragmentation and therefore, the amount of
promotion and compaction effort, reducing the number and
duration of application pauses.
2.2 N-Generational Pretenuring
NG2C [7] extends 2-generational collectors (which only con-
tain two generations: young and old) into an arbitrary num-
ber of generations. In addition, it allows objects to be pre-
tenured into any generation, i.e., objects can be allocated
directly into any generation (the idea is that objects with
similar lifetimes are allocated in the same generation).
To decide where to allocate objects, NG2C uses an external
profiler, combined with programmer effort and knowledge
to annotate application code. Code annotations, indicating
which objects should go into which generation are then used
by the collector to decide where to allocate each object. As
presented by the authors, this leads to significant reduction
in the amount of object promotion and compaction, leading
to reduced application pauses times.
However, in order to present good results, NG2C relies
on off-line profiling to extract the lifetime distribution for
each allocation site and therefore, estimate the lifetime of an
object allocated in each allocation site. In addition, the pro-
grammer must also use the output of the profiler to change
the application code. As mentioned before, this introduces
several problems: i) the application needs to be profiled each
time the application is updated or the workload changes, ii)
it requires source code access (which is difficult if the code
to change resides in some external library or inside the JDK),
and finally iii) it requires programmer effort and knowledge
to change the code correctly.
3 Object Allocation Profiling
This section describes ROLP, an online object lifetime profiler
that profiles application code in order to track application
allocation patterns (allowing the GC to allocate objects with
similar lifetimes close to each other). ROLP has three main
components: i) a data structure that holds profiling data
Figure 1. Object Lifetime Distribution Table
Figure 2. ROLP Object Header in HotSpot JVM
(i.e., object lifetimes per allocation context); ii) code instru-
mentation during JIT (Just-In-Time) compilation to collect
profiling information (as described next, ROLP instruments
both allocation sites and method calls); iii) internal JVM tasks
that consolidate profiling information and suggest different
generations to different allocation contexts whenever ap-
propriate. The next sections explain in detail these three
components.
3.1 Allocation Context Lifetime Distribution Table
In ROLP, each allocated application object is associated with
an allocation context, a 32 bit identifier (see Figure 2) com-
posed by two 16 bits components (the size of each component
is configurable): i) a context summary, and ii) an allocation
site identifier (obtained by hashing the method signature
concatenated with the line number of the allocation). The
context summary is a value that represents the current ex-
ecution state while the allocation site identifier represents
the code location where the allocation takes place. By us-
ing these two components, an allocation context not only
represents the code location where an allocation takes place
but also the execution state (method calls in particular) that
led to the object allocation. In other words: i) two objects
allocated through different allocation sites will always have
different allocation contexts (because the allocation site iden-
tifier is different), and ii) two objects allocated through the
same allocation site will have different allocation contexts if
the context summary that led to the allocation is different.
To track the age of objects allocated through each alloca-
tion context, ROLP maintains a global lifetime distribution
table. This table contains, for each allocation context, one
lifetime distribution array (array of integers). Each array po-
sition, from 0 to N (a configurable variable), represents the
number of objects that survived 0 to N collections. Figure 1
depicts an example of this table with N = 4.
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The next sections describe how the context summary is
managed and how the information in the object lifetime table
is updated.
3.2 Code Instrumentation during JIT Compilation
Profiling code has a cost both in terms of time (to produce/insert
and to execute) and memory (increases the code size and
requires more space to save profiling data). In order to limit
these overheads, ROLP instruments only highly executed/hot
methods, thus avoiding both time and memory overheads
for methods that are not executed frequently.
In order to identify hot code locations, ROLP piggy-backs
instrumentation code on the Just-In-Time compilation pro-
cess, which compiles frequently executed methods (convert-
ing application bytecodes into native code). In particular,
ROLP intercepts the compilation/expansion of specific byte-
codes and inserts the needed profiling code.
The profiling code needs to perform three tasks: i) update
the thread-local context summary whenever the execution
flow enters or leaves a method; ii) increment the number
of allocated objects in the corresponding allocation context
(upon object allocation); and iii) mark the allocated object
with a corresponding allocation context (upon object alloca-
tion). The next sections describe each of these tasks.
3.2.1 Allocation Context Tracking
The context summary is necessary to distinguish two object
allocations that, although using the same allocation site (i.e.,
the same code location), use different call graphs to reach
the allocation site.
To track allocation contexts, ROLP relies on two observa-
tions/requirements. First, for allocation tracking purposes, it
suffices that the context summary differentiates (as much as
possible) two different call graphs. However, the details of
the method calls that compose the call graph and their order
(i.e., which method call was executed before the other) is not
required to be contained in the context summary. Second,
the context summary must be incrementally maintained as
the application execution goes through the call graph.
To fulfill these requirements, ROLP uses simple arithmetic
operations (sum and subtraction) to incrementally main-
tain a 32 bit thread local context summary. Thus, before
each method call, the thread local context summary is incre-
mented with a unique method call identifier/hash. The same
value is subtracted when the execution exits the method.
As discussed next, the context summary is combined with
the allocation site id to generate the allocation context. Using
both components is important to deal with context summary
collisions (which can happen if two different call paths hap-
pen to generate the same context summary). Hence, using
both components, the allocation context collision rate is re-
duced (as shown in Section 6.3).
Figure 3. Updating Object Counter and Header
3.2.2 Updating the Number of Allocated Objects
The number of allocated objects per allocation context is
maintained in the object lifetime distribution table (see Fig-
ure 1). This table contains the numbers of objects that sur-
vived 0 to N collections. Thus, newly allocated objects are
accounted in the first position of the array associated to the
specific allocation context.
As depicted in Figure 3, upon each object allocation, the
allocation context is generated by concatenating the alloca-
tion site identifier with the thread local context summary.
Using the allocation context, it is possible to access the corre-
sponding entry in the lifetime distribution table to increment
the first position of the corresponding array.
3.2.3 Marking Objects with the Allocation Context
Tracking object lifetimes cannot be done by only tracking
the number of allocations. It is also required to: i) tag objects
allocated through each specific allocation context, in order
to ii) identify and trace back the correct allocation context
for each survivor object.
To identify the allocation context where an object was
allocated, ROLP needs to associate each object with one al-
location context. Adding more information to application
objects (for example, increasing the header size) is undesir-
able as it increases the memory footprint by adding extra
bytes to every object. Therefore, ROLP reuses spare bits that
already exists in the object header.
Figure 2 presents the 64-bit object header used in the
HotSpot JVM. The first three bits (right to left) are used by
the JVM for locking purposes, followed by the age of the
object (bits 3 to 6) which is also maintained by the JVM. Bit
number 7 is unused and bits 8 to 32 are used to store the
object identity hash, an object unique identifier.
As depicted in Figure 3, ROLP installs the allocation con-
text in the upper 32 bits of the 64-bit header used in HotSpot
object headers. These 32 bits are only used when the ob-
ject is biased locked towards a specific thread 3 and using
them does not compromise the semantics of biased locks.
3Biased Locking is a locking technique available for the HotSpot JVM which
allows one to lock an object towards a specific thread. It improves the object
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Since ROLP installs the allocation context upon object al-
location, if the object becomes biased locked, the profiling
information will get overwritten. In addition, biased locking
is controlled by the JVM using a specific bit in the object
header (bit number 3).
Using space dedicated for biased locks means that we
might loose some profiling information. However, through
our experience, we argue that: i) the number of biased locked
objects in Big Data applications is not significant; ii) data
objects are usually not used as locks (and therefore are not
biased locked); iii) not profiling non-data objects does not
lead to a significant performance loss.
In sum, ROLP installs a 32 bit allocation context into each
object header. By doing this, ROLP is able to back trace the
allocation context for any object. The allocation context
may become unusable if the corresponding object becomes
biased locked. In this situation, the object is not considerate
for updating the profiling information.
3.3 Updating Object Lifetime Distribution
Objects’ lifetime distribution is kept in the global table pre-
sented in Figure 1. Objects that survived zero or more col-
lections (i.e., all allocated objects) are accounted in the first
position of the array. Objects that survived one or more col-
lections are accounted in the second position of the array.
This goes up to N collections, a number that can be config-
urable at launch time.
Object lifetimes are measured in number of survived col-
lections. To do so, ROLP intercepts object collections and,
for each survivor object, it: i) extracts the allocation context
identifier (upper 32 bits of the corresponding object’s header),
ii) extracts the age (number of survived collections) of the
corresponding object (bits 3 to 6 in Figure 2), iii) obtains the
lifetime distribution array corresponding to the allocation
context, and iv) increments the position indexed by the age
of the corresponding object.
This process is also depicted in Figure 4. By the end of each
collection, the global table presented in Figure 1 contains, for
every allocation context, the number of objects that survived
up to N collections. As discussed in the next section, this
information is used to improve GC decisions, namely the
target generation for object allocations.
4 Dynamic N-Generational Pretenuring
As described in previous sections, ROLP maintains lifetime
information for objects allocated through each allocation
context. This information, as described next, is used to de-
termine in which generation each object should be allocated,
locking speed for the presumably most frequent scenario, the object will
only be locked by a single thread [14].
Figure 4. Updating Object Promotion/Compaction
according to its allocation context. In other words, this sec-
tion describes how ROLP is integrated with NG2C [7], an N-
Generational GC (based on G1) that allows objects to be allo-
cated in different generations. Note that, however, ROLP can
be integrated with any GC that supports pretenuring (i.e.,
allocating objects directly in older generations/allocation
spaces).
The result of the combination of ROLP with NG2C is a
GC that is capable of dynamically deciding where (i.e., in
which generation/allocation space) to allocate objects based
on profiling information gathered at runtime. By doing so,
object promotion and compaction are greatly reduced, lead-
ing to reduced number and duration of application pauses
(as demonstrated in Section 6). This can be achieved without
off-line profiling and/or any programmer effort/knowledge.
The integration of ROLP with NG2C can be summarized
in two points: i) adding an extra column in the object lifetime
table (presented in Figure 1) to contain the target generation
for each allocation context (and changing NG2C to use it
instead of relying on code annotations), and ii) determining
how to properly update the target generation taking into con-
sideration the profiling information presented in the object
lifetime table.
To update the target generation taking as input the pro-
filing information maintained in the object lifetime table,
ROLP uses an algorithm that updates the target generation,
i.e., that decides in which generation objects are allocated
(see Alg. 1). The algorithm starts by determining the current
survivor threshold, the number of collections that each ob-
ject allocated in the young generation must survive until it
gets promoted/copied from the young generation into the
old generation. This limit is managed by GC ergonomics (a
set of GC policies that control aspects related to heap and
GC in general) and therefore, changes over time.
For each object lifetime distribution array and correspond-
ing target generation, the algorithm described in Alg. 1 will
determine if the ratio between the number of promoted/copied
and allocated objects is superior to a predefined limit, INC_GEN
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Algorithm 1 Updating Target Generation
1: procedure Update_Target_Generation
2: survivor_threshold ← GC ergonomics
3: for array, target_gen in object lifetime table do
4: allocated ← array[0]
5: if N > survivor_threshold then
6: promoted ← array[survivor_threshold]
7: else
8: promoted ← array[N − 1]
9: ratio ← promoted/allocated
10: if ratio > INC_GEN_THRES then
11: target_gen++
_THRES. If so, the target generation for that specific allo-
cation context is incremented. The threshold defined by
INC_GEN_THRES, which has a default value that can be
overridden at JVM launch time.
As suggested by the algorithm, the target generation for an
allocation context is never decremented. Although this might
seem counter intuitive, according to our experience, having
a large number of generations to hold many classes of object
lifetimes is better than spending time trying to determine if
the target generation should be decremented. In other words,
there is no performance drawback in letting allocation sites
increment their target generation even if in the future, the
lifetime of objects allocated through a specific allocation
context, sharing the same generation, change. In this case,
there will be some temporary fragmentation (due to objects
with different lifetimes being in the same generation) but
eventually objects that live longer will push their allocation
context into another generation.
Finally, to better support workload dynamics, the pre-
sented algorithm only runs after a configurable number of
collections (default value can be overridden at JVM launch
time, using the variable NG2C_INC_GEN_FREQ). After each
execution of the algorithm, all object lifetime table entries
are reset to zero. This provides a window during which the
object lifetime table is updated and allows the algorithm to
take decisions based on fresh data (number of allocated and
promoted objects).
5 Implementation
To implement ROLP, the OpenJDK 8 HotSpot JVM was mod-
ified to automatically estimate the object lifetime for objects
allocated through each allocation context. To do so, it needs
to install profiling code and maintain several data structures.
ROLP also integrates with NG2C, which takes advantage of
the profiling information gathered by ROLP to automatically
pretenure objects.
Since HotSpot is a highly optimized production JVM, new
algorithms/techniques must be implemented carefully so as
not to break the JVM’s performance. This section describes
some of ROLP’s implementation details, in particular, the
ones we believe to be important for realistically implement-
ing ROLP in a production JVM.
5.1 Efficient Management of Profiling Structures
As illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, ROLP tracks allocation sta-
tistics regarding allocated and promoted/compacted objects.
This information must be updated by application threads
(to update the number of allocated objects) and GC worker
threads (to update the number of objects that survived col-
lections). The next sections describe some important imple-
mentation details for both of these steps.
5.1.1 Updating Object Allocation
In order to allow fast updates by application threads, two
options were analyzed: i) have a thread-local table, which
periodically is used to update the global table; ii) use a global
table with no access synchronization (risking some incre-
ment misses).
ROLP uses the latter approach for three reasons: i) it is
possible to write more efficient native code (jitted code)
because the address where the counter (that needs to be
incremented) resides is already known at JIT time; ii) it re-
quires less memory to hold profiling information; iii) the
probability of loosing counter increments is small. In other
words, we are trading performance for precision. However,
according to our experience while developing ROLP, this
loss of precision is not enough to change profiling decisions,
i.e., the profiler takes the same decisions with and without
synchronized counters.
5.1.2 Updating Object Promotion/Compaction
GC worker threads must also update the global object life-
time distribution table to account for objects that survive
collections. However, opposed to application threads, the
contingency to access the global table is higher since all
worker threads may be updating the table at the same time
during a garbage collection. This would lead to significant
loss of precision if no synchronization takes place. In or-
der to avoid that, private tables (one for each GC worker
thread) containing only information regarding the objects
promoted/compacted by a particular worker thread are used.
All these private tables are used to update the global table
right after the current garbage collection finishes (more de-
tails in Section 5.3).
5.1.3 Object Lifetime Distribution Table Scalability
ROLP uses a global lifetime distribution table which is ac-
cessed every time an object is accessed very frequently. In
order to provide average constant time for insertion and
search, this data structure is implemented as a hashtable
Another important concern is how large is the memory
budget to hold this table in memory. In the worst case sce-
nario, and since the allocation context is a 32 bit value, one
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could end up with a table with 232 entries which would take,
assuming a life distribution array with 8 slots (i.e. N = 8),
each of which using 4 bytes, 32 * 232 bytes (approximately
128GB).
In order to reduce the memory footprint of this table,
ROLP starts by grouping all information regarding each al-
location site (and disregarding the context summary). Thus,
in the beginning, the table will only grow up to 216 entries
(since there are only 216 possible allocation site ids using a
16 bit allocation site identifier), resulting is approximately
2MB of memory.
In sum, by default, the object lifetime table groups all allo-
cations and object promotions/compactions from a particular
allocation site in the same entry (regardless of the context
summary). To decide if a specific allocation site should start
tracking allocations for each context summary (and thus
split into multiple entries, one for each allocation context),
ROLP further extends the algorithm presented in Alg. 1. The
extended version not only increases the target generation
if the ratio between survivor and allocated objects is above
INC_GEN_THRES, but also decides to start tracking contexts
for the particular allocation site if the ratio is above EX-
PAND_CTX (a configurable variable defined at launch time).
0 < EXPAND_CTX < INC_GEN_THRES < 1 (1)
In practice, both variables (EXPAND_CTX and INC_GEN
_THRES) should be configured such that Eq. 1 is verified. Us-
ing such configuration, allocation sites that allocate objects
with short lifetimes will never neither expand their contexts
nor increment their target generation. If the ratio of survivor
objects is above INC_GEN_THRES, the target generation will
be incremented for all objects allocated for that particular
allocation site. If the ratio falls between both variables, it
means that objects allocated through the same allocation site
have different lifetimes. Only in this case, contexts will be
expanded. This results in a small extra memory cost to track
allocations per allocation context.
5.2 Reducing Profiling Effort with Static Analysis
In order to successfully track allocation contexts, ROLP pro-
files method calls. Before and after each method call, the
context summary of the executing thread is updated. This is
a costly technique and therefore, only method calls that are
important to characterize the allocation context should be
profiled.
In order to reduce the number of profiled method calls,
ROLP takes advantage of static bytecode analysis (that can
be performed offline, for example, after each release build)
to determine: i) method calls that will never lead to object
allocations (for example, most getter and setter methods); ii)
methods calls that are more than MAX_ALLOC_FRAME (a
variable defined at launch time) frames of distance from any
object allocation.
Combining these techniques with the fact that only JIT
compiled method calls are profiled, the number of profiled
method calls is significantly reduced, thus allowing a low
throughput overhead implementation for context tracking.
By default, ROLP runs the static analyzer for the whole
application (provided through the classpath JVM argument).
However, for very large applications, there is still (despite the
optimizations previously described) a potentially large num-
ber of methods to be profiled. In order to reduce the number
of profiled methods, and therefore the profiling overhead,
developers can explicitly select which packages should be
statically analyzed. According to our experience, limiting
the statical analysis to packages containing the application’s
data structures leads to significant overhead reduction.
5.3 Pushing Target Generation Updates out of
Safepoints
Periodically, the algorithm described in Alg. 1 must be exe-
cuted in order to update the allocation site target generation
for allocation. This task, however, can be time (and CPU)
consuming as it depends on the number of profiled allocation
contexts, and therefore needs to be executed with minimal
interference with regards to the application workload.
Ideally, this task would take place right after a garbage
collection cycle, still inside the safepoint.4 This would ensure
that, when application threads resume after the safepoint,
new target generations for allocation sites would be selected.
However, executing Alg. 1 inside a safepoint would in-
crease its duration, and therefore, would increase application
pause times. To avoid that, the execution of Alg. 1 is pushed
out of the safepoint, running right after the garbage collec-
tion cycle finishes. In practice, target generation updates are
performed concurrently with the application threads. This
leads to a small delay in the adjustment of the allocation site
target generation but also reduces the amount of work (and
therefore the duration) of application pauses (which is our
primary goal).
6 Evaluation
This section provides evaluation results for ROLP. The goal
of this evaluation is to show that: i) profiling information
can be efficiently produced and maintained with negligible
throughput and memory overhead; ii) application pauses
can be greatly reduced with ROLP when compared to G1;
iii) application pauses are very similar to what is possible
to achieve with NG2C (which requires off-line profiling and
programmer knowledge/effort).
G1 is the current default collector for the most recent ver-
sions of the OpenJDK HotSpot JVM; NG2C is a pretenuring
N-Generational GC, which requires off-line profiling and
4A safepoint is the mechanism used in HotSpot to create Stop-the-World
pauses. Garbage collection cycles run insithe a safepoint, during which all
application threads are stopped.
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programmer effort to give hints to the collector about which
allocation sites should be pretenured. CMS, another popular
OpenJDK GC, is not evaluated as it is a throughput oriented
GC and thus, presents higher long tail latencies. Results com-
paring the performance of CMS with G1 and NG2C can be
found the literature [7].
In this evaluation, NG2C represents the best-case scenario
for human-provided hints (since the programmer controls
which objects go into which generation); obviously, this
allows more precise pretenuring when compared to ROLP,
which employs automatic online profiling.
We use as benchmarks three common large-scale produc-
tion platforms to conduct experiments: i) Apache Cassandra
2.1.8 [24], a large-scale Key-Value store, ii) Apache Lucene
6.1.0 [27], a high performance text search engine, and iii)
GraphChi 0.2.2 [23], a large-scale graph computation engine.
A complete description of each workload is presented in
Section 6.2.
6.1 Evaluation Setup
The evaluation was performed using a server equipped with
an Intel Xeon E5505, with 16 GB of RAM. The server runs
Linux 3.13. Each experiment runs in complete isolation for 5
times (enough to be able to detect outliers). All workloads
run for 30 minutes each. When running each experiment,
the first five minutes of execution are discarded to ensure
minimal interference from JVM loading, JIT compilation, etc.
Heap sizes are always fixed. The maximum heap size is
set to 12GB while the young generation size is set to 2GB.
According to our experience, these values are enough to hold
the workings set in memory and to avoid premature massive
promotion of objects to older generations (in the case of G1).
W.r.t ROLP’s launch time variables, the length of the object
lifetime arrays (see Figure 1) is defined as 16, which is the
max object age in HotSpot. INC_GEN_THRES_FREQ is 4 for
all workloads, meaning that profiling information is analyzed
once every 4 collection cycles. EXPAND_CXT (controls when
to expand a context, see Section 5.1.3) and INC_GEN_THRES
(controls when the target generation is updated, see Section
4) are 0.4 and 0.6 respectively for Lucene and GraphChi, and
0.4 and 0.85 for Cassandra. Note that Cassandra requires a
higher INC_GEN_THRES to better filter allocation contexts
that should go into other generations.
Finally, as described in Section 5.2, ROLP’s static ana-
lyzer can receive as input, the packages to process. This
is specially important for Cassandra that has a consider-
able code base size. Hence, the static analyzer received org.
apache.cassandra{db,utils.memory} for Cassandra; org.
apache.lucene.store for Lucene; and edu.cmu.grapchi.
{datablocks,engine} for GraphChi. These specific pack-
ages were selected because they are the ones that deal with
most data in each platofrm. Note that all subpackages are
also statically analyzed.
In sum, in order to use ROLP, the programmer only needs
to define three launch time variables, and select which appli-
cation packages manage data inside the application. Accord-
ing to our experience, adapting the launch time variables
form the default values and selecting application packages
that manage data if far less time consuming that offline pro-
filing, where multiple workloads must be run from start to
end to build profiling data.
6.2 Workload Description
This section provides a more complete description of the
workloads used to evaluate ROLP.
6.2.1 Cassandra
Cassandra runs under 3 different workloads: i) write inten-
sive workload (2500 read queries and 7500 write queries per
second); iii) read-write workload (5000 read queries and 5000
write queries per second); iv) read intensive workload (7500
read queries and 2500 write queries per second). All work-
loads use the YCSB benchmark tool, a synthetic workload
generator which mirrors real-world settings.5
6.2.2 Lucene
Lucene is used to build an in-memory text index using a
Wikipedia dump from 2012.6 The dump has 31GB and is
divided in 33M documents. Each document is loaded into
Lucene and can be searched. The workload is composed
by 20000 writes (document updates) and 5000 reads (docu-
ment searches) per second; note that this is a write intensive
workload which represents a worst case scenario for GC
pauses. For reads (document queries), the 500 top words in
the dataset are searched in loop; this also represents a worst
case scenario for GC pauses.
6.2.3 GraphChi
When compared to the previous systems (Cassandra and
Lucene), GraphChi is a more throughput oriented system
(and not latency oriented). However, GraphChi is used for
two reasons: i) to demonstrate that ROLP does not signifi-
cantly decrease throughput even in a throughput oriented
system; ii) to demonstrate that, with ROLP, systems such
as GraphChi can now be used for applications providing
latency oriented services, besides performing throughput
oriented graph computations. In our evaluation, two well-
known algorithms are used: i) page rank, and ii) connected
components. Both algorithms use as input a 2010 twitter
graph [22] consisting of 42 millions vertexes and 1.5 billions
edges. These vertexes (and the corresponding edges) are
loaded in batches into memory; GraphChi calculates a mem-
ory budget to determine the number of edges to load into
5The Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) is an open-source bench-
marking tool often used to compare NoSQL database systems.
6Wikipedia dumps are available at dumps.wikimedia.org
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Workload LOC AS MC Coll PAS PMC NG2C SZ (MB) SA (sec) Gen 1 Gen 2 Gen 3
Cassandra-WI 195 101 3 609 20 885 4.21 % 84 408 22 66KB 235 91 12 0
Cassandra-RW 195 101 3 609 20 885 4.21 % 109 480 22 92KB 235 101 19 0
Cassandra-RI 195 101 3 609 20 885 4.21 % 107 529 22 30KB 235 11 31 19
Lucene 89 453 1 874 8 618 1.44 % 26 117 8 16KB 33 10 1 0
GraphChi-CC 18 537 2 823 12 602 0.92 % 65 56 9 8KB 90 9 1 0
GraphChi-PR 18 537 2 823 12 602 0.92 % 59 52 9 7KB 90 5 1 0
Table 1. ROLP Profiling Summary
memory before the next batch. This represents an iterative
process; in each iteration a new batch of vertexes is loaded
and processed.
6.3 Application Profiling
This section summarizes the amount of profiling used when
evaluating ROLP and also compares it to the amount of
human-made code modifications in NG2C. Table 1 presents
a number of metrics for each workload: LOC, lines of code
of the platform;AS/MC, number of allocation sites / method
calls suggested for profiling by the bytecode static analyzer;
Coll, number of allocation sites with more than one call
graph path producing the same context summary (collision);
PAS/PMC, number of profiled allocation sites / method calls
(i.e., allocation sites / method calls where profiling code was
actually inserted); NG2C, number of code locations that
were changed to evaluate NG2C (as previously reported [7]);
SZ, memory overhead of the object lifetime distribution table
(see Figure 1); SA, the amount of time required to run the
static analyzer; Gen X, number of allocation contexts in a
specific generation.
From Table 1, five important points must be retained. Fist,
looking at PAS and PMC, the number of hot/jitted allocation
sites and method calls is small. This demonstrates that the
profiling effort is greatly reduced by only profiling hot code
locations. Second, looking at SZ, the memory overhead intro-
duced to support profiling information does not exceed 92KB,
a reasonable memory overhead considering the performance
advantages that can be achieved by leveraging the informa-
tion in it. Third, looking at SA, the time necessary to run
the static analyzer does not exceed 4 minutes, a manageable
cost for a task that can be done off-line (and therefore can
be amortized through numerous executions of applications).
Fourth, looking at Gen X columns, only three generations
were used to partition allocation contexts (i.e., no allocation
context was moved to Gen 4 and above). Finally, the percent-
age of allocation sites with collisions (with more than one
call graph path producing the same context summary) does
not exceed 4.21%, showing that, despite using a weak hash
construction (based on addition and subtraction of hashes),
it is possible to achieve a low collision rate compared to
previous works (see Section 7). This mostly comes from the
fact that only hot methods are profiled, thus leading to a
reduction in the actual number of collisions.
It is also interesting to note that all the code changes
used in NG2C (which require off-line profiling and human
knowledge) are automatically identified and profiled in ROLP.
ROLP additionally profiles other code locations (which are
not used for NG2C), leading to additional improvements.
6.4 Pause Time Percentiles and Distribution
Figure 5 presents the results for application pauses across all
workloads, for ROLP, NG2C, and G1. Pauses are presented
in milliseconds and are organized by percentiles.
Compared to G1, ROLP significantly improves applica-
tion pauses for all percentiles across all workloads. Regard-
ing NG2C (which requires developer knowledge), ROLP ap-
proaches the numbers provided by NG2C formost workloads.
Only for Cassandra workloads, there is a very small perfor-
mance difference between ROLP and NG2C. This comes
from the fact that Cassandra is a very complex platform and
sometimes it takes time for ROLP to find the appropriate
generation for each allocation context.
From these results, the main conclusion to take is that
ROLP can significantly reduce long tail latencies when com-
pared to G1, the most advanced GC implementation in Open-
JDK HotSpot; in addition, it can also keep up with NG2C, but
without requiring any programming effort and knowledge.
So far, the presented application pause times were orga-
nized by percentiles. Figure 6 presents the number of appli-
cation pauses that occur in each pause time interval. Pauses
with shorter durations appear in intervals to the left while
longer pauses appear in intervals to the right. In other words,
the less pauses to the right, the better.
ROLP presents significant improvements regarding G1,
i.e., it results in less application pauses in longer intervals,
across all workloads. When comparing ROLP with NG2C,
both solutions present very similar pause time distribution.
In sum, ROLP reduces application pauses by automatically
pretenuring objects from allocation contexts that tend to al-
locate objects with longer lifetimes. When compared to G1,
ROLP greatly reduces application pauses and object copying
within the heap. Compared to NG2C, ROLP presents equiva-
lent performance without requiring programmer effort and
knowledge.
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(a) Cassandra WI (b) Cassandra WR (c) Cassandra RI
(d) Lucene (e) GraphChi CC (f) GraphChi PR
Figure 5. Pause Time Percentiles (ms)
(a) Cassandra WI (b) Cassandra WR (c) Cassandra RI
(d) Lucene (e) GraphChi CC (f) GraphChi PR
Figure 6. Number of Application Pauses Per Duration Interval (ms)
6.5 Throughput and Memory Usage
This section shows results on application throughput and
max memory usage for G1, NG2C, and ROLP. The goal of
this section is to demonstrate that: i) ROLP does not inflict
a significant throughput overhead due to its profiling code,
and ii) ROLP does not negatively impact the max memory
usage.
Figure 7 shows results for the throughput and max mem-
ory usage. All results are normalized to G1 (i.e., all G1 would
be plotted as 1 for all columns). ROLP presents a negligi-
ble throughput decrease, less than 5% (on average) for most
workloads, compared to G1. Only for GraphChi workloads,
ROLP presents an average throughput overhead above 5%
(9% for PR and 11% for CC). This is still a manageable through-
put overhead (eg., 198 seconds in 30 min of execution with
11% overhead) considering the great reduction in application
long tail latencies.
Note that this throughput overhead could be removed by
dynamically removing profiling code from allocation sites
which allocate very short lived objects. ROLP currently does
not implement this optimization; however, it is being con-
sidered for future work. Since NG2C does not employ any
online profiling, there is no throughput overhead. Regard-
ing max heap usage, both ROLP and NG2C do not present
any relevant overhead or improvement. Essentially, the max
memory usage is not affected.
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(a) Throughput
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Figure 7. Throughput and Max Memory Usage norm. to G1
7 Related Work
Profiling plays a key role in managed runtimes, either for
code optimization or memory management decisions [1, 2,
18, 19, 31, 37, 38]. We focus on getting quality profiling infor-
mation to drive object pretenuring. ROLP is, to the best of our
knowledge, the first online profiler targeting the dynamic
pretenuring of objects in Big Data applications running on
HotSpot. This section compares our work with state-of-art
systems, namely, off-line and online profilers that guide sys-
tems where small changes are needed in the heap organiza-
tion and collection. It ends with a comparative analysis of
systems that demand a more profound change, either to the
application/framework or the runtime itself, in some cases
manipulating application-defined types and/or organizing
the heap in special purpose regions, and placing data directly
in an off-heap space.
7.1 Off-line Profiling
Hertz et al. [19] introduced an algorithm where an object
lifetime is tracked based on timestamps assigned when the
object lost an incoming reference, and when GC identifies it
as an unreachable object. This is implemented in a tracing
tool called Merlin that, when is analyzing a program, it can
be up to 300 times slower compared to a non-profiled run.
Ricci et al. [31] uses the same algorithm but adds new func-
tionalities to his Elephant track tool in terms of precision
and comprehensiveness of reference sources (i.e. weak refer-
ence). Another system, Resurrector [37], relaxes on precision
to provide faster profiling but still introduces 3 to 40 times
slowdown depending on the workload.
Blackburn et al. [4] extends the profile-based pretenuring
of Cheng’s solution [9] using the Merlin tracing tool [19].
They have a two stage profiling. The first stage happens
during the build of the JVM. Profiling at this stage is used
to improve the performance of JVM itself, since Jikes RVM
[1] is a meta-circular JVM. Blackburn et al. reports this is
particularly useful for tight heaps (i.e. heaps that are just
above the minimum size for a given application, reaching at
most 150MB) and not suitable for heaps with Gigabytes of
objects. The second stage is an application-specific process,
based on the off-line profiling made with Merlin [19].
Sewe et al. [32] presents an headroom schema which
drives pretenuring based on the space left on the heap be-
fore garbage collection is necessary. Although their solution
brings advantages to collection times, they push much of
the overhead to the mutator and also to the off-line pro-
cess, which is not always possible or accurate. This approach
makes the classification not only dependent on the applica-
tion but also on the overall heap size. Finally, Sewe et al.[32]
do not target large heaps or a modern garbage collector like
G1.
NG2C [7] extends G1 to support object pretenuring. How-
ever, it also needs offline profiling and programmer’s help
to identify the generation where a new object should be
allocated. Thus, we can say that it uses an off-line profiler
to establish a relation between allocation sites and object
lifetimes, missing the opportunity to avoid inhomogeneous
allocation behavior [21]. Cohen et al. [12] extends the oper-
ation of the Immix garbage collector in Jikes RVM [5] with
a new programming interface between the application and
the GC, in order to manage dominant data structures (i.e. a
data structure holding most of the objects during the life-
time of the program) more efficiently.The main advantage
comes from reducing the occurrence of highly entangled
deep-shaped data structures lay-out in memory, thus im-
proving performance of the parallel tracing stage.
Compared to previous solutions, ROLP does not require
any source code modifications, it targets a widely employed
industrial Java VM, and was tested using large heap sizes.
7.2 Online Profiling
The previous profilers produce traces that are then used
for posteriori optimizations, either manual or automated. In
general, input influences the choices made during memory
management [26] so, profiling online can take into account
fresh data coming from a new execution. ROLP relies on
a class of profiling techniques known as feedback-directed
optimization (FDO), as described originally by Smith [33].
However, memory organization decisions based on online
profiling can impose a significant overhead in collecting and
processing information to apply transformations.
FDO techniques can be organized into four categories [2]:
i) runtime service monitoring, ii) hardware performance
monitors, iii) sampling, and iv) program instrumentation. In
ROLP we use a mix of runtime monitoring, with some data
already collected by services of the runtime, and lightweight
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program instrumentation to collect extra information and
make pretenuring decisions.
ROLP needs the calling context to profile objects at rele-
vant allocation sites. Ball and Laurus [3] compute a unique
number for each possible path of a control flow graph inside
a procedure. The computation is done offline and added to
the source code. This is not suited for ROLP because mod-
ern workloads have many possible paths inside each rou-
tine, and the technique can not capture the inter-procedure
path needed for ROLP to distinguish allocation sites. Bond
and McKinley [6] also compute a single value, but at run-
time, to determine the sequence of active stack frames in a
inter-procedural way. However, they need to maintain non-
commutativity to differentiate call orders, such as calling
methods A → B → C and B → A → C . This is not a re-
quirement for ROLP and so we can have a smaller impact on
code instrumentation, with low impact on the throughput.
ROLP uses an adaptive solution to store allocation contexts,
with a low ratio of collisions (as shown in Table 1) while
using fewer bits to store information.
Clifford et al. [11] performs online profiling to optimize
memory allocation operations; it performs a single allocation
(improvement over allocation inlining) of a block big enough
to fit multiple objects that are allocated in sequence. Objects
need not have parent-child or sibling relationships among
them because it is the control-flow relations between hot
code flows and locations that are monitored, as we address
in our work. So, while allocations may take place in different
methods, equivalent GC behavior is ensured. However, while
doing online profiling, it only addresses initial allocation and
not the issue of pretenuring objects.
Memento [10] gathers online temporal feedback regard-
ing object lifetime by instrumenting allocation and leaving
mementos alongside objects in the nursery, so that the allo-
cation site of the object can be recorded. When objects are
eventually tenured, Memento is able to avoid later the over-
head of scanning and copying for objects allocated in the
same allocation site. As in our work, it attempts to allocate
these objects directly in the tenure space, as they will be long
lived; however, it is only able to manage one tenured space,
therefore applying a binary decision that will still potentially
co-locate objects with possibly very different lifetimes, in-
curring in additional compaction effort. Our work manages
multiple spaces and is therefore able to allocate objects di-
rectly in the space where objects with similar lifetime will
also reside. In addition, Memento instruments all application
code while it is still being interpreted. This has two disadvan-
tages compared to ROLP: i) all the application code is being
profiled, leading to a huge profiling overhead (in ROLP, we
only profile hot code locations); ii) profiling stops when the
code is JIT compiled, meaning that application behavior is
only tracked while the application is starting and the code is
not jitted. This represents a problem if the application has a
long startup time or if workloads change since the profiling
decisions are taken and cannot be changed. Finally, Memento
does not track allocation contexts (i.e. call graph), which we
found to be essential to properly profile complex platforms
such as Cassandra.
7.3 Big Data Garbage Collectors
Others systems employ a less transparent approach (from the
source code perspective) to handle large heaps while taking
into account the organization of typical big data applications.
However, these systems either depend on large modifications
to the heap organization and collection and/or an important
collaboration of the programmer to mark parts of the code
(in some cases the framework) to be treated specially.
Facade [29] is a compiler — an extension to Soot [36] —
which reduces the number of objects in the heap by sepa-
rating data (fields) from control (methods) and putting data
objects in an off-heap structure without the need to main-
tain the bloat-causing header [8]. However, the programmer
is responsible by a time consuming task, which has to be
repeated for each new application or framework: to identify
the control path and the list of classes that make up the data
path. A similar approach is followed by Broom [17] where
the heap is split into regions [34] explicitly created by the
programmer (assumed to know which codebase creates re-
lated objects). Yak [28] minimizes this effort but still relies on
the programmer to identify epochs, which is another way to
identify objects that have a similar lifetime. These objects can
be allocated in the same region, avoiding a full heap / gener-
ation tracing to identify dead objects. However, it requires
not only the programmer to have access to the source code
and understand where to place the limits of each region, but
also new bookkeeping structures for inter-reference spaces
must be put in place.
Sources of overhead in Big Data applications can be found
not only on poor object placement or the excessive bloat pro-
duced by an objects’ header, but also by garbage collections
running uncoordinated in inter-dependent JVM instances.
When a group of JVMs are coordinated in a distributed task
and need to collect unreachable objects, if they do so regard-
less of each other, this can cause several instances to wait for
each other resulting in significant pause times [25]. Our ap-
proach can complement these systems and, because we only
use online information, ROLP does not need to synchronize
off-line profiling information across a cluster of JVMs.
8 Conclusions
This paper presents ROLP, a runtime allocation site profiler
that helps generational garbage collectors to decide whether
and where to pretenure objects. ROLP is implemented for the
OpenJDK 8 HotSpot, one of the most used JVM implemen-
tations. Although ROLP is generic and could be used with
other generational collectors, for this work, we used NG2C,
a pretenuring N-Generational collector also available for
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HotSpot. ROLP uses efficient profiling code that allows the
identification of allocation sites which allocate objects with
long lifetimes. By combining this profiling information with
NG2C, it is possible to reduce application pauses with no
significant throughput overhead. ROLP represents a drop-in
replacement for the HotSpot JVM which, with no program-
mer effort, reduces application pause times. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first solution to propose online
profiling for reducing application pause times in HotSpot
while running production workloads. ROLP is open source
and it is available at github.com/paper-168/rolp.
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